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Using Terrain Information in an Electrification Planning Tool A. Luchmaya B. Dwolatzky A.S.Meyer School of Electrical and Information Engineering University of the Witwatersrand Abstract - In South Africa, just about 50% of the population has access to electricity, hence the impetus of the national electrification drive. Presently, large-scale electrification planning is time-consuming and tedious, thus hindering optimisation. An automated tool, proposed recently, rapidly derives first pass solutions. It focuses on grid extensions to potential grid candidates but ignores terrain information. Its output consists of ‘straight-line trees’ representing these extensions and therefore assumes uniform terrain. This paper discusses the inclusion of geographical information in the planning process thereby producing more realistic designs and cost estimates of electrification projects. The existing planning tool is incorporated onto a fully geographical platform, using commercial GIS software, and the implications of routing across geographical features such as farms, rivers, roads and steep terrain are considered. This GIS tool provides the planner with a means to compare costs of alternative routes produced as a result of terrain consideration and hence enables optimisation. Keywords: Rural Electrification Planning, Geographical Information System (GIS), Terrain. 1.



INTRODUCTION



The government together with the national power utility, Eskom, have embarked on an ‘Electricity For All’ campaign. With about 3.2 million rural households without electricity, Eskom recently announced its intention to supply 600,000 new households by 2003 at a cost of about R1.6 billion. This is in line with the government’s promise that by 2010, no community in South Africa will be without electricity [1]. Electrification planners are required to develop plans for new electrical distribution networks using currently available tools and methodologies. These tasks include accessing the required information in varying formats from different sources to get the complete picture, data preparation since data from the sources may not be compatible with analytical tools and validating the information because the isolated sources may each represent the existing situation differently [2]. In short, planning is tedious and time-consuming leaving little room for optimisation.



In this regard, recent research [3] proposed an automated tool which rapidly derives first pass grid extensions once potential grid candidates are identified. Its outputs are in the form of ‘straight-line trees’, suggesting the omission of consideration of the terrain. However, the terrain may be mountainous, rocky, sandy, forested, occupied by certain infrastructure, under cultivation, traversed by rivers, considered for some future project or flat and will affect cost of electrification. Accordingly, it would be sensible to include such information in the planning process. The SED1 group at the University of the Witwatersrand conducts significant research in the area of reticulation optimisation and this paper discusses the inclusion of terrain information in the planning process using a geographical information system (GIS). The possibilities of producing more realistic grid extensions and hence cost estimates are investigated. 2.



THE ELECTRIFICATION PLANNING MODEL



The model by Banks et al. operates as a first pass tool [3]. Potential grid candidates, identified through a ‘benefit point scoring system’, are each connected perpendicularly to the nearest existing grid. If the length of this perpendicular falls within the calculated length of cable obtainable for that settlement, the ends of the perpendicular are replaced by its endpoints. Delauney Triangulation runs on this set of resulting points ensuring that no other point falls within a circle drawn through the vertices of any triangle. Triangle sides or segments joining points lying on existing grid are assigned a weight of 0 and the others a weight proportional to their respective lengths. The minimum spanning tree algorithm then produces the shortest path through this set of points. A straight-line tree structure emerges as shown in Figure 1. The grid is updated with the new connections and the above process is repeated until no further points can be connected. The remaining points are consequently assigned to either mini-grid or off-grid technologies [4].



1



SED – Software for Electrical Distribution.
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USING THE GIS-BASED PLANNING TOOL



Once the above data is displayed, the planner can now start designing the network that connects the settlements. These take the form of the following 2 steps. 4.1 Step one: Redefining the straight-line tree



Figure 1: ‘Straight-line tree’ output. 3.



THE APPROACH ADOPTED



Terrain will invariably determine the eventual degree of difficulty of erecting the network and it is evident from the superimposition of terrain onto Delauney’s Triangulation that most segments need to be assigned appropriate weights instead of one proportional to the length of that side. The approach adopted is similar to the above but consists of two distinct levels. Firstly, the straight-line tree is redefined by assigning appropriate weights to the segments produced in the Delauney Triangulation. The weights represent the level of difficulty of erecting unit length of cable across that section of terrain. The second stage consists of optimisation techniques. It semi-automates the planning process, using human interaction as may be needed to override certain routing decisions. These operations are carried out on the GIS platform.



In GeoMedia ProfessionalTM, a query identifies all segments of triangles that cross obstacles in the form of water bodies, existing infrastructure, steep terrain, farmland or cultivated land. It calculates the length of overlap and uses a routing difficulty index specific to the type of obstacle encountered to determine an average weight for that entire segment. The difficulty index for routing over flat terrain or obstacle-free space is 1. The index for any given type of terrain is the cost of erecting unit length of cable along that type of terrain. This is illustrated in the example below (Figure 2). 4.1.1 Difficulty index In the case below, the segment connecting endpoints A and B crosses a water body at x and y.



3.1 The GIS platform Intergraph’s GeoMedia ProfessionalTM is used as our integrated geographic planning platform onto which the existing tool is incorporated. This GIS has the ability to tap into various types of databases or warehouses such as MapInfo, ArcView shape files, Oracle and Access databases, MicroStation and AutoCAD drawings and images, thus saving considerable time in data gathering and preparation. The data contained can be displayed, updated and stored back in warehouses through read-write connections and other functions. 3.2 Data requirements for the operation of the tool The Delauney Triangulation’s result is imported, along with the existing electrical network onto the geographical workspace. Connections to other data sources are established to superimpose spatial features such as rivers, contour maps, different road types, land coverage information and existing infrastructures – roads, railways, building locations etc.



Figure 2: Calculation of average index. If the difficulty index for erecting unit length of cable across the water body is DI2, while that along Ax and yB is 1, the resulting average difficulty index is given by: DIave = (L1*1 + DI2*L2 + L3*1) / L



(1)



where DI2 has a specific formula depending on the nature of the obstacle. The weight of this segment is now obtained by multiplying the average difficulty index calculated above to the length of the segment. The weight, DIave* L, is now assigned to the side AB and it represents the average difficulty, from a cost perspective, of erecting a line along the path AB.



4.1.2 Average indices for other terrain occurrences and mix of geographical constraints Similarly for other constraints, weights are derived. For instances where there is a mix of constraints, such as crossing a river on sloping terrain, the level of difficulty indices for river crossing and sloping terrain are added before the weight is derived in a manner similar to the above technique. Once adequate weights have been assigned, the minimum spanning tree algorithm is performed and this produces different tree structures from that in Figure 1. 4.2 Step two: Optimisation routines This tree (or part thereof) could be still crossing a ‘less costly’ obstacle. The planner now concentrates on optimising the route. With the terrain features and straight-line extensions displayed along with the cluster of settlements, it becomes easy for the planner to design an improved route visually in view of further terrain constraints. The geographical workspace presents the grid extensions as editable features and alternative routes can be investigated. For each such alternative, the appropriate cost algorithm can be applied and the costs displayed in a comparison table. The planner can therefore decide on the best route and once satisfied, the final tree can be produced with a better cost estimate. 4.3 Example – Traversing farmland Clearly in Figure 3, certain portions of the proposed route need to be re-routed around the terrain features.



Figure 3: Further terrain consideration. For the farm crossing, we assume the planner has three options (Figure 4a) namely, crossing the farm, re-routing along the farm boundary or re-routing along a nearby road. He re-routes using the editing function available.



Figure 4a: Planner’s routing options. Of importance to the planner would be the eventual cost of the three options presented. 4.4 Using the cost algorithms to design Crossing the farm translates into a higher cost due to a settlement fee and leeway charge, hence the need to scale the cost of that section of the feeder. Using the appropriate algorithm, a cost is produced. Similarly, using the MV feeder algorithm and assuming terrain to be flat around the farm boundaries, a different cost is obtained. Finally, if he considers re-routing along the road, a different algorithm yields a third cost. Figure 4b summarises these estimates and renders a decision.



Figure 4b: Summary of costs. Further inspection of the route shows that it also crosses rivers, roads and a railway line. Design should therefore consider these as well so as to produce final estimates.



4.4.1 Cost factors for traversing terrain features These cost algorithms can take various forms. On traversing private property, such as farmlands, the algorithm may typically consist of two components: a settlement fee and a leeway charge hence the need to scale the cost of that section of the feeder. Crossing large water bodies, such as lakes, will have an infinitely high cost so that traversing them is normally avoided in planning. Routing along steep terrain may have different cost implications depending on the design requirements due to steepness. There may be no additional cost for a certain degree of sloping. However, as the steepness increases, it becomes increasingly costlier to route along the terrain up to a point beyond which re-routing around the steep terrain is the only reasonable option. The algorithms for traversing certain road and river types may simply consist of an additional amount due to the need for extra stay wires on poles on either side of the river or road. In some cases, the planner might decide to re-route a feeder along a nearby existing road for maintenance ease during the feeder lifetime. These are typical algorithms that would be put at the planner’s disposal. Crossing of other terrain features affecting distribution planning can be modelled in a similar manner and incorporated for use on the GIS workspace. 4.4.2 Cost algorithm for MV feeder In the case of a re-route, this algorithm will yield the cost of the MV line. It is merely a function of the longer length of conductor. Since poles and stays are placed for certain change in feeder direction, this has to be accounted for in the algorithm to accommodate such changes in direction along the re-routed path. 5.



SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION



This part of the project is in the development stage. GeoMedia ProfessionalTM is an open architecture that caters for customisation. The two steps are designed as Microsoft’s Visual C++ commands on top of the GIS environment. The first one, upon calling, automates the running of the set of pre-defined spatial queries that identifies all triangle segments intersecting obstacles. It then calculates the length of overlap of segments with the obstacles before determining an average weight for that specific side. It makes use of the corresponding difficulty index and the lengths of overlap. Finally it runs the minimum spanning tree algorithm producing the improved straight-line tree. The set of queries can be improved to pick up more obstacle types as necessary.



Optimisation comes as a separate command. Visually, the planner can identify geographical constraints, propose alternative routes and calculate the cost of the alternatives by using the appropriate costing function towards a comparison table as in Figure 4b. This is automated by the optimisation command. 6.



FUTURE RESEARCH



As this system evolves, other terrain features impacting on electrification planning can be modelled in a similar manner with associated cost implications built into the system. Combination of terrain constraints can also be looked into such as a sloping cultivated property. Furthermore, this high level planning system can be combined with a more detailed reticulation planning tool so that complete planning can be achieved starting from the electrification of the settlement to reticulation inside it, leading to a total project cost estimate. Another avenue for future research may be further automation of the GIS-based tool discussed above, such that routes are proposed by the tool instead of having them proposed by the planner. Further work can also be done in the design of a larger GIS system that integrates other utility planning on the same platform. These include water, sewerage, roads, pipeline, gas and telecommunications networks among other essential services. This is because other existing utility networks can be used in certain cases but most importantly because they invariably affect network designs and layout. 7.



CONCLUSIONS



The paper briefly discussed current practice hence the need for a tool that incorporates various data forms on a geographical platform to facilitate planning. The GIS-based platform presented enables optimisation in that the planner can easily analyse the implications of alternative feeder routes, compare them and eventually select the most appropriate one. The tool therefore allows the engineer to design in recognition of existing geographical constraints and to compare adequacy and cost of alternatives towards a more realistic estimate of funds required for project implementation. The implementation of the added functionalities and their representation on the platform was also discussed. Lastly the idea of a total planning tool was presented. 8.
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